Myxobacteria are common inhabitants of the soil where they enjoy a rich social life. In behavior and development, they resemble the cellular slime molds and, in some aspects of development, animals and plants as well. Myxobacteria prey on other bacteria: feeding cooperatively, they secrete enzymes that digest their prey. They compete with other soil micro-predators and, when their prey are exhausted, they stop hunting, build multicellular fruiting bodies and sporulate for survival ( Figure 1C,D) . This developmental program uses two cell-cell signals: first, the diffusible, quorum sensing A-signal that initiates fruiting body construction; and second, the cell surface bound Csignal that coordinates the motion of individual cells by cell-contact.
can bend ( Figure 1A ). Unable to swim, they glide in the direction of their long axis on a surface using two different motors: a pulling motor at the leading pole of the cell, and a pushing motor at the trailing pole. Fibrils serve as anchors for their pulling motors: retracting type IV pili are evident in Figure 1A as a web of thin strands that connect adjacent cells. Even though the cells are flexible, they rarely make U-turns; instead, they simply reverse their direction by trading head motors for tail motors. Contact-mediated Csignals regulate movement by altering the probability of a cell reversing direction.
Even isolated cells do not reverse at random, for their reversal times do not follow a Poisson distribution. Preceding the construction of a fruiting body a culture frequently -but not always -passes through a phase when all of the bacteria undergo fairly synchronized periodic reversals. The synchronization manifests itself in the formation of the traveling density waves: heaps of cells travel as wave crests, with cells in each heap oriented along their long axes in the direction of wave propagation. The high cell density crests visible in Figure 1B , C are separated from each other by troughs of lower cell density.
Remarkably, counterpropagating wave crests appear to pass through one another, because the unique shape of an advancing wave front is preserved after the collision. But the colliding waves only appear to interpenetrate: actually they reflect from each other. Reflection takes place at the level of individual cells that exchange C-signal when they collide end-to-end, and then respond to the signal by reversing their gliding direction. Figure 1C,D) . Why C-signal rises and how the reversal frequency changes from waves to streaming is described by a model discussed below.
Both waves and streams are organized by cell-contactmediated C-signaling. Mutants that cannot make the C-signal protein do not change their reversal frequency during development and are defective in fruiting body morphogenesis. Both fruA signal transduction mutants, and frz mutants that fail to change reversal frequencies are also defective in aggregation; frz genes are homologs of the che genes that encode components of the chemosensory signal transduction pathway that reverses the direction of flagellar rotation in Escherichia coli and Salmonella. In M. xanthus, Frz signals the reversal of cell polarity. Where is the reversal clock? Figure 3A summarizes the known components of the reversal regulating system in M. xanthus. Figure 3A by the dashed blue line). Similar results can be achieved if the phosphorylated form of FrzE activates the demethelylase FrzG instead. The period of the resulting oscillator in the absence of signaling can be tuned to the 8-10 minute reversal period of isolated cells. A cell collision produces a pulse of C-signaling that induces a phase shift that speeds up cell reversal, as illustrated in the computation shown in Figure 3B . Moreover, prolonged exposure to C-signaling first causes the oscillation frequency to increase, as found in the ripple phase. Eventually, however, the deactivation of FrzF becomes rate limiting as more and more FruA is phosphorylated, and the reversal frequency decreases leading to the streaming phase. Ultimately, all of the FruA is phosphorylated so that FrzF is permanently active and the oscillation ceases. This developmental sequence is predicted by the model as plotted in Figure 3C .
The computed properties of the oscillator are consistent with the observed behavior of myxobacterial cells. During the ripple phase cells receive pulses of C-signaling at each collision and reverse faster. Eventually, the cells accumulate significant amounts of C-signal on their surfaces, which begins to inhibit their reversals and the cells enter their streaming phase. The oscillator model is also consistent with the existence of the refractory period and cooperativity of signaling, both of which are essential for generating the unique properties of the density waves. A detailed description of the 'Frzilator' (Frzoscillator) will be published elsewhere.
A similar circuit in eukaryotic development?
The interpenetrating waves of myxobacteria are unlike those described thus far in chemistry or biology. Their formation depends on the cells' periodic reversals of polarity and their synchronization by contact mediated signaling. This has intriguing similarities to the 'clock-wavefront' model for somitogenesis in vertebrates. Somites are transient periodic structures that form along the embryonic axis and presage the vertebral segments. They assemble from pre-somitic mesoderm following a kinematic wave that progresses in an anterior-to-posterior sequence. The randomly organized mesoderm is converted at the front of the wave to a repeating array of oriented epithelial structures. To synchronize the conversion, an internal negative feedback oscillator is proposed.
One recent model for this process resembles the myxobacteria orientation clock: a negative feedback oscillator resulting from transcription delays is installed in each cell. Cells synchronize with their neighbors by direct contact via the Delta-Notch signaling system (Lewis, 2003) . Somite morphogenesis involves the reorganization of mesoderm into orientated epithelia. Just as slime mold morphogenesis has been used as a metaphor for metazoan morphogenesis by diffusible morphogens, myxobacteria may be a useful metaphor for metazoan pattern formation that is mediated by cell contact.
